Dartmouth College CLOSED BID Sale

Please use this Notice as the Bid Letter. Bid Letters need to be sent/received or dropped off/hand delivered to Address: Procurement Services, Attn. Fall Sale, HB 6114 or Procurement Services, 7 Lebanon Street, Suite 313, Hanover, NH 03755. (Bid Letters must be received, in a sealed envelope, no later than Wednesday, 10-09-2019 at Noon (12:00 PM))

When bidding please submit a price per each. If you wish not to bid on an item please leave blank or enter zero on the bid line. Items will be sold to the highest bidder buying one or all. If the items are bid of equal price we reserve the right to offer the purchase to same or next highest bidder.

Please note there is a starting bid on all items.

Please note there is a starting bid on the Cloth Dining Chairs of $25.00 per chair sold in sets of six.

1) Bid per set of six (minimum $150.00) _________ Number of sets of six: ___________

There are 12 Cloth Dining Chairs which have seem minimal use and have been stored in a heated warehouse. The Chairs are serviceable as is (minimum bid) per set $150.00, Take 1 or two sets of six chairs. For more information please contact Denise Conover via E-mail Denise.L.Conover@Dartmouth.edu

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Shop Fox Dust Collector of $50.00

1 ea. Shop Fox Dust Collector model W1685 (S/N 19897) in good condition.

2) Bid: ________________
For more information contact Gary Alafat via E-mail Gary.M.Alafat@Dartmouth.EDU

3) Bid: ________________

For more information contact Spencer Brown via E-mail Spencer.A.Brown@dartmouth.edu

*   *   *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Iron Dumbbells Rack of $100.00 US Dollars.

1 ea. This bid is for all the actual Dumbbell Rack (Rack only) the opening bid for this units is $100.00 The Dumbbells on the rack are not part of this sale

4) Bid: ________________

For more information contact Spencer Brown via E-mail Spencer.A.Brown@dartmouth.edu

*   *   *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Iron Weight Benches (three units) of $100.00 US Dollars.

1 ea. This bid is for all the Weight Benches and the opening bid for all three units is $100.00

For more information contact Spencer Brown via E-mail Spencer.A.Brown@dartmouth.edu
5) Bid: ______________________________

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Ford E-350 $1000.00 US Dollars. Sold for Parts or Repair.

1 ea. 2006 Ford E-350 Econoline E140001650 s/n 1FBSS31L56HB23305 the van has low miles and has been used central to the Hanover Campus. Currently the battery is low and vehicle will not start. Please note this unit will not pass New Hampshire State Vehicle Inspection sold for Parts or Repair Unit can be seen at the Hillcrest parking lot.

6) Bid: ______________

* * *

Please note there is a starting bid on the Ford F-250 Cab and chassis of $1000.00.
1 ea. 2005 Ford F-250 Truck cab and chassis E140001581 s/n 1FTNF25035EB86266 the truck has low miles and has been used central to the Hanover Campus. **Please note this unit will not pass New Hampshire State Vehicle Inspection sold for Parts or Repair** Unit can be seen at the Hillcrest parking lot.

7) Bid: ______________
Items are located in a warehouse setting or parking lot. Contact those described in the information.
The Buyer or Buyer's Agent, having carefully inspected all items listed above, agrees to purchase same from Dartmouth College on an as is basis and at the price indicated. All items will be removed by the Buyer from their present location during normal business hours, by appointment only, with transportation provided by the Buyer at its sole expense. Buyer accepts full responsibility for the replacement or repair to any College owned property while preparing and transporting the equipment from premises. It is understood that no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, other than a warranty of title, is intended or given by Dartmouth College. The purchase price will be paid in full prior to and as a condition of removal of any material.
You will be required to sign a Bill of Sale agreeing to the terms and conditions outlined on the Bill of Sale by Dartmouth College with a check made payable to “Trustees of Dartmouth College”.

Please Print your Name: _____________________________________________
Date: _______________________
E-mail Address: _____________________________________________________
Contact information: ___________________________________________________

(Bid Letters must be received, in a sealed envelope, no later than Wednesday, 10-09-2019 at Noon (12:00 PM))

Arthur R. Hanchett
Procurement Services
Fixed Asset /Surplus Property Administrator
Phone:(603) 646-2149
FAX:(603) 646-3810
E-mail: Arthur.R.Hanchett@Dartmouth.edu